Place a Speaker at EBS 2017
The European Business Summit aims to bring together business and politics in order to debate
contemporary issues that will affect the future of Europe. The promotion and development of a
business friendly environment, European competitiveness and innovation have always been at
the heart of the summit. EBS puts prominent policy-makers, influencers and stakeholders from
contrasting perspectives together, to give a voice to all sides of the debate.
In addition, the summit is also reputed for its high-level networking, branding and media
visibility and opportunities.

EBS 2017 – Speaker Opportunities
For our Summits, we aim to develop the best possible content and thus welcome a wide range of
high-level speakers from various sectors, across industries as well as domains around the globe.
Speakers can come from the public or private sector, from a country, association, NGO,
institution, or University. Therefore there are various ways you can be involved with the
summit:

Ø SPEAKER SLOT
Place yourself or a speaker from your organisation at EBS. Options include:
- On a relevant panel within the EBS official programme
- As an expert in a ‘Meet the Expert’ session
- In a relevant side-session
Ø INFLUENCER
Not only will you have the opportunity to speak and voice your opinions but you can also:
- Influence the content
- Co-shape a session in collaboration with EBS
- Target a particular audience

Ø OTHER OPTIONS
Based on whom you are associated with, we have a wide range of potential options suited to
your priorities, strategies and needs. We listen to you and work together to create the best
solution.

Membership of the EBS Steering Committee
Whatever the level of ambition of our collaboration, you will be involved as a member of the EBS Steering
Committee. During 6-8 meetings a year, members will shape together the programme and benefit from
presentations from guest speakers (Head of Cabinet EU Commission, Academics, MEPs.) This provides you
with the ability to influence the content and ensure that your priority topics get voiced during the Summit.

